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Introduction

• The debate about contracting out/competitive 
tendering was played out in the 1990s

– Which areas to make contestable (macro)

• Today instead focus is on how best to do it

– Design markets to achieve a wide range of goals (micro)

• A simple distinction: 

– Auctions, tenders, and market mechanisms 

– Non-price mechanisms to (efficiently) match organ 
donors to recipients or students to schools – Subject of 
the 2012 Nobel Prize awarded to Al Roth and Lloyd 
Shapley
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Roadmap for this presentation

• What types of markets do we design?

• Why do we need to design markets?

• What are the aims of designed markets?

• The theoretical foundations
– Game Theory, Auction Theory, Mechanism Design

• Some key insights from auction/market design

• Two leading examples:
– A price mechanism to avoid electricity black outs in 

Brazil (2000)

– The 2012 Nobel Prize in economics and kidney 
exchanges (If time allows)
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Designing Markets: Types of market mechanisms

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9W9Hy64LeBM&feature=em-share_video_user

• Auctions for the allocation of public resources

• Government Procurement

• Private sector makes extensive use of tendering and 
auctions 

• Auction-like markets to solve complex problems: 
– electricity, access to ports, search engines

• Non-price matching mechanisms:
– matching students to schools, children to daycare centres

or organ donors to recipients
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When do we need to design markets?

• Unique objects so no markets emerge

• “Perishable” goods: demand and supply need to 

balance quickly

• To improve access and/or reduce cost to 

government

• To facilitate matching between “buyers” and 

“sellers” 

• To solve complex problems
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Aims of designed markets

• Allocative efficiency 

• Transparency and fairness

• Maximise revenue for the seller or minimise the cost for 
the buyer 

• Avoid collusion 

• Minimise corruption (in developing economies)

• Other possible objectives

– Industry participation; Sustainable competition (dynamic 
efficiency); Process efficiency; Social goals (e.g., improved 
access to health services or to reduce pollution) 

• Often conflicting objectives: welcome to market design 
in practice!
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THE THEORETICAL FOUNDATIONS
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Non-cooperative Game Theory, Auction 

Theory and Mechanism Design 

• Market design emerged somewhat separately from 

game theory.

• However, game theory has provided the foundations 

for analysing non-cooperative behaviour.

• The focus is on equilibrium behaviour.

• Key contributions: John C. Harsanyi, John F. Nash Jr. 

and Reinhard Selten jointly awarded the 1994 Nobel 

Prize in Economics "for their pioneering analysis of 

equilibria in the theory of non-cooperative games".
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The Prisoner’s Dilemma: The Nash Equilibrium 

Prisoner B stays 

silent

Prisoner B confesses

Prisoner A stays 

silent

(-1,-1) (-3,0)

Prisoner A confesses (0,-3) (-2,-2)
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Nash equilibrium

• This apparently simple but powerful equilibrium notion has been 

used extensively in economics

• It was generalised by Harsanyi to games with incomplete 

information and by Selten to games where players move 

sequentially rather than simultaneously. 

• Connection between games with incomplete information and 

auction theory should be apparent 



Games of Incomplete Information: 

Auction Theory
• The government wants to allocate a public resource but does 

not know how potential buyers value the resource.
– Efficiency = resource allocated to the buyer with the highest value. 

• The allocation mechanism has to induce buyers to reveal 
(directly or indirectly) their values for the object for sale.

• Bill Vickrey (1996 Nobel Prize in Economics) : 
– Under a second-price sealed-bid auction, the bidder with the highest 

bid wins the object but pays the second highest bid. 

– The incentive is for bidders to bid their true values . 

• Sound reasons why Vickrey auctions not used in practice
– However, a substantial body of literature aims to implement Vickrey’s

insights through dynamic auctions.

• Other formats might not lead bidders to bid their true values. 
– But as long as bids are ‘monotonic’, we have efficiency.
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Auction Theory and Mechanism Design

• Auction theory is also closely linked to the field of 
mechanism design. 

• Much of economic theory tries to understanding 
existing economic institutions and markets to explain 
or predict equilibrium outcomes. 

• Mechanism design aims to reverse the direction of 
this process. 
– It identifies desired outcomes and asks whether 

mechanisms (institutions, markets) could be designed to 
achieve the desired outcomes. 

– Outcomes could include the provision of a public good or 
the allocation of public resources 
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Mechanism Design

• It has its origins in the work of Leo Hurwicz in the 1960s. 

– Shared the 2007 Nobel Prize in Economics with R. Myerson and 
E. Maskin. 

• Auction theory can then be seen as a particular case of 
mechanism design. 

– Vickrey-Clark-Groves mechanism to allocate a public good. 

– Myerson’s work on how to regulate a monopolist when costs 
are unknown = revenue-maximising auction

• In the allocation of public resources economic efficiency is 
often more important than revenue maximisation. 

– However, efficient auctions can raise significant amounts of 
revenue for the government.  

– Auction theory is a well-understood body of theory (See 
Menezes and Monteiro, OUP, 2008) and a field in its own right.
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MARKET DESIGN IN PRACTICE
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Choosing your bids: Class experiment 1

• I am selling 10 identical units

• You only want to buy one object

• Your value for the object is written in the piece of 

paper I have given you

• The value that your competitors assign to any of the 

identical objects was generated using  a random draw 

from the uniform distribution on $[0,10]; it was 

approximated to two digits. 

• If you win one of the objects, the auction price is 

$P and your value is $v, your profit is $ (v – P) 
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Choosing your bids: Class experiment 1

• I will sell 5 units through a pay-your-bid auction and 5 
units through a uniform 5th highest-price auction

– Pay-your-bid: bidders with five highest bids win one object 
each and pay their bids

– Uniform 5th highest-price auction: bidders with five highest 
bids win one object each but they all pay the same price: 
the 5th highest bid

• If you have received a yellow paper, you are 
participating in a pay-your-bid auction

• If you have received a green paper, you are 
participating in a uniform 5th highest-price auction

• Please place your bids
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Discussion: Bidding Strategies

• Uniform price: 

– it suffices to bid slightly above ‘marginal’ bidder

• First-Price: 

– shade your bid to move closer to market consensus.

• Additional complications: 

• Demand for more than one object and the nature of 
valuations (substitutes versus complements)

• Information structure (private versus common) – see next

• Micro rules: reserve prices, rules about default, pre-
qualification, settlement, ‘activity rules’ 

• When multiple objects are sold, which bundles should be 
bid for?
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The Paperclip Auction: Experiment 2

• Each paperclip is worth 5 cents

• The actual amount of money is in this envelope

• Winner-pays-his/her-bid and gets the money, not 
the paperclips

• ‘Winner’ is the one with highest bid

• The container with the paperclips provides you with 
some information regarding the amount of money 
in the envelope

• Please write your bid in the piece of paper provided 
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The Paperclip Auction: Experiment 2 

• I will now run an ascending-price auction before 
revealing the winner of the sealed bid tender

• I will then toss a coin to decide which of the two 
auction formats will be chosen to decide the final 
outcome 

• I will start bidding at $0 and stop when there is 
only one remaining bidder and no other bidder is 
willing to increase the current bid

• The highest standing bid is the final price and 
determines the winner 
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The Winner’s Curse

• When values are ex-ante identical but uncertain 

(e.g., the amount of oil in a wildcat oil lease), the 

winner is the most optimistic bidder. 

• If the estimate of the value is higher than the true 

cost, this results in the winner losing money

– By definition the winner is the most optimistic bidder.

– Rational bidders take this into account so it affects the 

expected auction price.

– Bidders bid more cautiously to avoid the curse. 
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Which auction format is best? 

• Better for the buyer means less surplus for seller 

• Depends on whether costs are independent or 
correlated and  bidders’ attitudes towards risk

• Risk-averse bidders: 

– First-Price dominates ascending price auction for 
independent types and the ranking is ambiguous for 
dependent types

• Revealing information increase expected price

• Linkage principle: bidders bid more ‘aggressively’ the 
closer the price they receive is to the information of 
all bidders.
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Other key considerations in auction design

• Efficiency (reserve price = seller’s value)

• Costly participation (training, pre-qualification, 
big bang auctions)

• Collusion (increase reserve price but at the 
potential cost of efficiency)

• Resale (secondary markets)

• Auction supply schedule (big bang versus 
sequential)

• Micro rules in general
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A MARKET TO AVOID ELECTRICITY 

RATIONING 

Not all markets are created equal 
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A very large ‘experiment’: Brazil’s apagão

• Around 2000, Brazil was producing roughly 90 per 
cent of its electricity from hydroelectric sources. 

• Confronting a severe drought, in May 2001 the 
Brazilian government implemented a market for 
rationing electricity

– It required an average 20 per cent reduction in electricity 
consumption for the country.

• However within a year, enough rain had fallen to 
repeal most of the policy. 
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Tradable Electricity Customer Certificates

• Assign end-users a consumption entitlement based on historic 
consumption (with a 20-25% reduction target)

– Careful design required (consider elderly or medical conditions). 

• Up to entitlement, consumer pays the regulated price – under-
consumption/overconsumption is remunerated/penalised

– Penalties and payments in cash (or through electricity bill) 
linked to SRMC at wholesale market (about US$ 300/MWh)

• Allow trade of entitlements

– With the retailer/distributor for smaller users

– In the market (s) for larger ones

• Implemented through existing billing and collection systems

• Communication strategy conveyed extent of the crisis
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Entitlements by consumer type

2000 

Consumption

Reduction 

Target

Financial Charges 

(Penalties)

Bonuses? Individual 

Cuts?

Residencial Till 100 kWh/mo Optional No 2 to 1 saved No

Residencial From 101 till 200 

kWh/mo

20% No 1 to 1 saved 

beyond target

Yes

Residencial From 201 till 500 

kWh/mo

20% 50% of tariff, if 

above target

1 to 1 saved 

beyond target

Yes

Residencial Above 500 kWh/mo 20% 200% of tariff, if 

above target (1)

1 to 1 saved 

beyond target

Yes

Industrial/Commercial 

(High Voltage)

Above 500 kWh/mo 15% to 35% MAE price for 

consumption above 

target

No (2) Yes (3)

Industrial/Commercial 

(Low Voltaqe)

Above 500 kWh/mo 20% MAE price for 

consumption above 

target

No Yes (3)

Rural No limit 10% No No Yes

Public Services No limit 15% to 35% No No Yes

(1) Corresponds approximately to MAE price

(2) May trade quotas. In the wholesale market, if load > 2.5 MW

(3) Cuts by number of days to achieve target, unless company "buys" quotas in the market

Reproduced from Maurer (2012)
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Disaster was avoided 

• No single black-out or brown-out -- +20% 
reduction, over 8 months, almost country-
wide

• At least 1-1.5% of GDP saved (vis-à-vis rolling 
black-outs)
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Disaster was avoided

27Reproduced from  Tracy (2010)



Industrial production grew as electricity 

consumption dropped

Reproduced from Maurer (2012)
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Small adjustments in each margin, big reductions in 

electricity consumption
AC T IO N S  T AK E N   B Y  C O N S U M E R S T O T AL

S O U T H  

E AS T

C E N T E R  

W E S T

N O R T H  

E AS T

S w tiched  o ff lam ps 45 36 46 60

C hanged lam ps (m in i-fluo rescen t) 39 36 35 45

R educe  tim e w atch ing  T V 31 28 31 36

Iron ing  - less  tim e, on  few er c lo th ing 23 19 22 31

S w tiched  o ff freezer 23 27 26 15

R educe  tim e in  the  show er 22 30 24 8

R educe  use  o f laundry m ach ine 14 17 11 9

S w itched  o ff e lec tric  oven  &  m ic row ave 14 19 10 8

R educed use  o f re frige ra to r 12 11 13 13

S w itched  o ff re frige ra to r 12 12 9 11

S how er w ith  co ld  w ate r 12 11 18 12

R educed e lec tric  oven  &  m ic row ave 9 14 8 3

S w itched  o ff s te reo  equ ipm ent 8 8 7 9

R educed use  o f s te ro  equ ipm ent 7 6 7 8

S w itched  o f T V  7 7 7 6

S w itched  o ff laundry m ach ine 7 8 6 5

D id  no t use  a ir cond ition ing 6 4 9 10

R educed use  o f freezer 6 7 7 6

R educed use  o f com puter 6 6 6 6

S w itched  o ff V C R 6 8 4 4

Reproduced from Maurer (2012) 29



Brazil’s Apagão: Conclusion

• Average individual consumption = 1994 levels

• 91% of households changed consumption habits 

during rationing – from those 65% still maintain 

savings by 2012

• Energy efficiency became part of the decision making 

process to buy appliances

– 8% before crisis, 58 % after crisis

• Interaction with price regulation problematic.
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Concluding Remarks

• Market design is a very exciting field in economics

– It has the potential to impact positively on people’s 

lives, and on how government and businesses operate

• Combination of theoretical insights, empirical 

work, lab and field experiments

• It is used around the world and we have had 

substantial experience with it in Australia

– There are, however, many more opportunities to be 

explored
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Thank you!

Questions/comments: f.menezes@uq.edu.au
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SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL
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THE 2012 NOBEL PRIZE IN ECONOMICS: 

NON-PRICE MECHANISMS
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Matching Theory

• Economic analysis typically focuses on situations 

where prices adjust so supply equals demand. 

• There are cases where prices cannot be used:

– In the case of human organs for transplants, monetary 

payments are ruled out on ethical grounds. 

• However, an allocation has to be made in such 

cases. 

• How do such processes actually work and when is 

the outcome efficient?
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The Gale-Shapley algorithm

• An allocation where no individuals perceive any gains 
from further trade is called stable. 
– Unrestricted trading is a key presumption underlying the 

concept of stability. 

• Gale and Shapley examined the case of pairwise 
matching

• They used marriage as one of their examples. 

• How should 5 women and 5 men be matched, while 
respecting their individual preferences? 

• The solution – the Gale-Shapley “deferred acceptance” 
algorithm – is a set of simple rules leading to a stable 
matching.
– Abstracts from informational and transactional frictions
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The Gale-Shapley algorithm

1. Each woman – it could have started with the men 
– proposes to the man she likes the most. 

2. Each man considers the different proposals (if 
any), retains the most attractive (but defers from 
accepting it) and rejects the others. 

3. The women who were rejected propose to their 
second-best choices, while the men again keep 
their best offer and reject the rest. 

4. The process ends when no women want to make 
any further proposals. As this stage each man 
accepts the proposals he holds. 

• This algorithm always leads to a stable matching. 
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Matching doctors to hospitals

• In the early 80s, Alvin Roth studied the U.S. market for resident 

doctors. 

• To attract the best candidates, matches were often made before 

the students could produce evidence of their qualifications, or 

even knew which branch of medicine they would like to practice. 

• When an offer was rejected, it was often too late to make more 

offers to other candidates. 

• In order to make more offers quickly, hospitals imposed strict 

deadlines for responding to offers. 

– This led to students making early decisions without knowing 

what other opportunities would become available later on.
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Matching doctors to hospitals (Cont’d)

• To address these issues, a centralised “clearinghouse”, the 
National Resident Matching Program (NRMP), was introduced in 
the early 1950s. 

• Roth (1984) showed that the algorithm used by this 
clearinghouse  was closely related to the Gale-Shapley algorithm. 

• Despite its initial success, the NRMP still encountered problems. 

– With the increase in the no. of female doctors, joint searches 
became common

– Many applicants chose not to use the mechanism.  

– Key issues: Participation and misrepresentation of preferences 

• Roth designed an improved algorithm, along with Elliot 
Peranson, to accommodate couples. 
– It was introduced in 1997 and over 20,000 positions per year 

have since been matched with applicants. 
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Reproduced from “Stable matching: Theory, evidence, and practical design”, The prize in Economic Sciences 2012) 
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Matching kidneys and patients

• Unlike the previous example, there are real-world 
situations that are one-sided.

• The problem was studied by Shapley and his 
colleagues: the proposed algorithm – the top trading 
cycle:  The initial allocation of objects is followed by a 
subsequent ability to swap objects. 
– In the case of human organs some kidney-patient pairs 

may not be compatible and complex multilateral swaps 
may be quite time consuming.

• Again, a combination of theory and experimental work 
has been used to compare different versions of top 
trading. 
– As a result, increasingly complex chains of kidney 

donations are now adopted in a number of U.S states. 
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Alliance for Paired Donation (APD)
• Over 88,000 people in the USA are waiting for a kidney 

transplant; sadly, about 12 of these patients die every day 
because there aren’t enough donors. 
– 1600 people are on Australian organ transplant waiting lists

• Many kidney patients have someone who is willing to 
donate to a loved one, but because of immune system or 
blood type incompatibilities, they are not able to.

• Kidney paired donation matches one incompatible 
donor/recipient pair to another pair in the same situation
– The two pairs swap kidneys . 

• APD pioneered a new way of using altruistic donors, so that 
the transplants no longer have to be performed 
simultaneously. 
– Non-simultaneous Extended Altruistic Donor Chains (NEAD 

Chains)
Source: www.paireddonation.org
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Reproduced from Rees et al., 2007
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Reproduced from Rees et al., 2007
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